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MARRIAGE
1. When Moon is situated in the 3rd ,5th,6th,7th or the 11th house
and is simultaneously aspected by sun, Mercury and Jupiter , then
marriage will definitely take place soon, or If the kendras and
trikonas have benefic planets, marriage takes place.
In this yoga, if the 7th house has benefic planets then the spouse
will be beautiful and with malefic planets vice-versa.
.
.

Also stated in Prashna Gyan.
Acharya Prithush, Bhattopal and Siddha Narayandas agree with
this.
. Also stated in SHATPANCHASIKA.
. However, Ach.Rudhramani opines that if Moon is in 3rd, 6th or
7th house and above aspects are there, then marriage takes
place soon.
. Ach. Daivagya Ramdayalu [in his book sanketnidhi] has said that
if Moon placed in 3rd, 6th, 7th,10th or 11th house in benefic
planet rashi and aspected by Sun, Mercury and Jupiter then the
querent gets his choise of spouse.
. If benefic planets are in the 1st, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th
houses of the prashna kundali, it results in early marriage.
2. Another yoga similar to above yoga says when Moon is situated
in the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th or the 11th house and is aspected by sun,
Mercury and Jupiter, then there should not be aspect of any other
planet on the Moon, only then early marriage takes place.
.

If there is aspect of malefic planets, then there is either delay
or disruption in marriage.

3. If Saturn is placed in even rashi, then marriage will definitely take
place, however if Saturn is in odd rashi, then marriage will not take
place. This is undoubtedly the opinion of the writer.
.
.

Other Prashna Shastra Acharyas also agree to this.
Also stated in SHATPANCHASIKA
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4. When Moon is placed in 2nd ,7th ,or upchaya houses [3,6,10,11
houses] and is aspected by Jupiter, then marriage takes place.
.
.
.
.

If aspected by or conjunct with malefic planets, then it destroys
the spouse [no marriage].
Also stated in Prashna Gyan.
Parvatiya Acharyas [Bhattopal] have not included 2nd house in
this yoga.
Other Ach. Agree with the former i.e inclusion of 2nd house as
it is the kutumb sthan and important for marriage. [Also
corroborated by shloka 8, Adhaya 23, Brihat Parashar Hora
Shastra].

5. If Moon or Mercury is placed in the Lagna and is aspected by
strong Venus, then it results in early marriage. If malefic planets
aspects it , then there is no marriage.
.

Here Moon and Mercury should be in good condition, i.e it
should not be a waning Moon or Mercury conjunct with malefic.

6. If both Lagna and Moon are in char rashi and are aspected by
Venus and along with the above the kendras have malefic planets,
then the person gets a good wife.
.

Some other Acharyas have opined that if Lagna is in char rashi
and Moon is placed in it,7th house has Venus, 4th and 10th
houses have malefic planets, then the person gets a lucky and
beautiful wife.

ARISTAS
7. If the Prashna chart has Moon placed in the 6th or 8th house, that
person dies few years after marriage.
.
.

Ach Siddha Narayandas fully and completely agrees with this
yoga and its result.
Thus the rule that 8th house placed Moon gives early death and
6th house placed Moon reduces the life span substantially, has
been agreed upon by all shastras.

[Refer to Jatak Parijat 8-75]
8. If the Lagna of the Prashna chart has kroor planets [Sat, Mars, Rahu]
and there malefic planets in the 7th house, then the person dies
early.
.

However ,the translator believes that the above planetary
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arrangement is co-incidental and has stated that in such
condition if the Lagna lord and the 8th lord are strong and are
aspected by benefic planets or are placed in good houses, then
the person does not die.
9. If the Moon is placed in the Lagna and Mars in the 7th house, the
person dies soon after marriage.
.

However, Ach. Rudramani says that along with the above, if Sun
is placed in the 8th house, then only early death takes place.

10. If Sun is placed in the 7th house, it is an arista for the unborn
progeny.
11. If at the time of Prashna pertaining to marriage of a woman, Venus
or Mercury is placed in Lagna or 8th house and Mars in the 7th
house, then she becomes a widow.
12. If Moon and Mercury are placed in the 6th house along with kroor
planets, then the woman is unfortunate.
.
.
.

Moon or Venus conjunct with kroor planets and placed in 11th
[labh] house or 7th house indicates adverse morality.
Mercury and Venus conjunct with kroor planets in 11th or 7th
house results in widowhood.
As per Ramakrishna Daivagya, in this yoga either the spouse
commits suicide or is killed according to custom-based plan.

PRASHNA TANTRA BY B.V.RAMAN
1. If the 7th lord is in ithasal with the Lagna lord or Moon, the
querent gets bride without his seeking. If the lagna lord or the is
in 7th ,then the bride is secured with effort.
2. If the lagna lord is in Musaripha [faster planet is ahead of slower
planet by more than 1degree] with Moon or is in ithasal with the
7th lord, the querent gets bride without effort.
.

If the planet with whom ithasal is caused is in combustion or
afflicted by malefic, the querent will not succeed in getting a
bride.

.

If the 8th lord is a malefic, the object of securing a wife is
defeated. Accordingly, if the 3rd or the 4th lord is malefic, the
failure will be due to brothers or father resp.

.

If in the chart, combinations are affected by benefcs, the object
will be realized through appropriate source.
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3. Friendship and love will be there if lagna lord is in poorna ithasal
with the 7th lord.
.

If these two lords are in hostile aspect, the couple will always
quarrel.
. If either lord has kamboola yoga with the moon, the bride will
be endowed with character.
4. If Saturn as lagna lord or the 7th lord occupies a Kendra, the
querent or the bride will have the upper hand.
.
.

If both the planets are in the same sign,the couple will quarrel
but reconcile.
If sun,Venus or both are weak, there is no happiness for the
couple.

PRASHNA GYAN
1. When Moon is situated in the 3rd ,5th,6th,7th or the 11th house
and is simultaneously aspected by sun, Mercury and Jupiter , then
marriage will definitely take place soon, or If the kendras and
trikonas have benefic planets, marriage takes place.
2. When Moon is placed in 7th, or upchaya houses [3, 6, 10, 11
houses] and is aspected by Jupiter, then marriage takes place.
.

If aspected by or conjunct with malefic planets, then it destroys
the spouse [no marriage], and even destroys the married
women.

3. When Moon is situated in the 3rd ,5th,6th,7th or the 11th house
and is simultaneously aspected by sun, Venus and Jupiter , then
marriage will take place soon.
Yoga for early marriage:
1. If Saturn is placed in even rashi, then boy's marriage will take
place soon .
2. If Saturn is in odd rashi, then girl's marriage will take place soon.
3. Moon placed in 3rd, 6th 7th houses and aspected by Jupiter,
Mercury and Sun.
4. Moon placed in 2nd house and aspected by Venus.
5. When Moon is placed in Lagna or the 7th house and has ithasal
with Venus, then boy's marriage takes place .
6. Venus placed in 3rd, 7th 9th or 10th house and aspected by
Moon, leads to early marriage of male.
7. Ithasal between lagna lord,7th lord and Moon.
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8. When Kambool yoga is formed between lagna lord,7th lord and
Moon .
Yoga for no marriage:
1. When Rahu is placed in the 7th house and aspected by benefic
planets.
2. When Moon and malefic planets are placed in kendras,Trikonas or
the 8th house.
3. When 7th lord is placed in the 8th house and aspected by malefic
planets.
4. Malefic planets placed in Lagna and 7th house.
5. When lagna lord, 7th lord or Moon are in ithasal with malefic or
enemy planets.
6. When 7th lord is in 8th and 8th lord is in 7th house.
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